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For Immediate Release

AMOS GROUP LIMITED Signs Rooftop Solar PPA with URBAN
RENEWABLES for Group’s headquarters in Singapore.

SINGAPORE, 24 March 2021 — SGX-listed AMOS GROUP LIMITED has signed a long-term
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with sustainable energy developer, URBAN RENEWABLES
to provide the Group with clean solar energy sourced from a solar PV rooftop project which
will be installed at the Group’s headquarters in Singapore.
Fulfilling its commitment to make its business more sustainable, AMOS GROUP LIMITED has
dedicated its rooftop for the installation of a 300 kWp solar project. URBAN RENEWABLES is
contracted to supply the solar power and will own and manage the solar asset.
The solar energy PPA is a part of a long-term sustainability roadmap which AMOS GROUP
LIMITED has developed. As part of the partnership, URBAN RENEWABLES will also provide
free EV Charging stations, under the URBAN CHARGE brand, at the Group’s headquarters and
will further implement energy efficiency improvements.
“We are excited to form a long-lasting partnership with a competent and reliable player in
the industry like Urban Renewables. This is an important milestone in our pursuit to reduce
our CO2 output and to improve our overall sustainability. This is also in-line with AMOS
GROUP’s key sustainability goals namely to increase energy efficiency, increase the
proportion of renewables in its energy supply, buy in more green power, and offset
unavoidable carbon emissions. Everyone has a role to play in contributing to climate action,
and we see it as our responsibility as a company to act now,” said Venkatraman
Sheshashayee, acting CEO of AMOS GROUP LIMITED.
“We are very proud to participate in the sustainability initiatives of leading companies active
in the maritime & offshore energy industry like AMOS GROUP and to assist them in their
efforts to curb their carbon footprint. This project demonstrates how corporations have an
increasing impact in shaping clean energy markets and how they can lead by example to help
the energy transition in their industry and in Singapore,” said Edgare Kerkwijk, Managing
Director of URBAN RENEWABLES.

About URBAN RENEWABLES
URBAN RENEWABLES PTE LTD was established in June 2020, with the aim to develop and
invest in sustainable energy solutions for the betterment of urbanization, as well as, to
provide opportunities for communities to participate and invest in the energy transition of
their own cities.
About AMOS Group Limited
AMOS GROUP LIMITED is a leading international provider of diversified products, services and
solutions to customers in the marine and offshore energy sectors. Through its modern
procurement, logistics and supply chain infrastructure, AMOS – All Marine Offshore Solutions,
offers a broad and comprehensive portfolio of world-class technical supplies and provisioning
solutions to marine fleets and offshore energy contractors.
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